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What is this publication?

1. Heartfileissupporting the Federal Bureau of Statistics under a Memorandumof
Understanding: AppendixB. Details can be accessed at http://heartfile.org/hsamou.htm
2. Heartfile is supporting the MinistryofHealth to develop a national health policy for
Pakistan under a Memorandum of Understanding: AppendixC. Similarly,aprovincialhealth
policy is also being developed tobringclarity in roles and responsibilities at the federal-
provincial interface. The provincial policyisbeingdevelopedforNWFPunder a separate
MoU: . Details of both can beaccessed atAppendix D http://heartfile.org/mou.htm

Heartfile i s making thesecontributions onavoluntarypro-bonobasis in national interest in
its capacity as a civil society health-sector think tank.

What is this publication?

This publicationisthesecondoutputofaseriesofinitiatives the Gateway
Publications that Heartfile is undertaking in its capacity as an independent
health-sector think tank to strengthen the evidence base for healthreforms in
Pakistan.

Entitled ‘Health Indicators of Pakistan,’ the publication sets forth a set of health
indicators for Pakistan andreflects data collected from various data sources in
the country as these indicators. In doing so, it serves the followingpurposes:

1. yields information of relevance to the healthstatus of the people
of Pakistanandthehealth system and healthinformation systems
of Pakistan.However, due to data gaps, comprehensive
information on healthsystems performancecould not be included
herewith;

2. offers recommendations to strengthen Pakistan’s health
information system by focusing on institutionalarrangements and
strengthening data sources and collection mechanisms;

3. forms a template for periodic reporting of health indicators within
thecountry a process which Heartfile is helping to establishand
institutionalize at the Federal Bureau of Statistics, and the
Ministry of Health; and

4. constitutesthesituationalanalysis for the draft of the upcoming
national and provincial health policies entitled ‘

,’ which will be basedontheGateway
Paper’s approach to health systems. The Gateway Paper entitled
‘ ,’ was the first inthe
series of Gateway publications andcanbeaccessedat
http://heartfile.org/phpfgw.htm

–
–

–
1

2
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Communiqué

This publication, which collates available health statistics in Pakistanandreports
them asasetofhealthandhealth-related indicators, isthefirsteffortofitskind
within the country – an initial step to facilitate the transformation of data into
meaningfulinformation asameansoffostering a cultureofevidence-based decision-
making within the health sector. The publication consolidates a set of outcome,
output, process and input indicators that measure health or factors associated with
health, capturing their status and indicatingchange overtime with a view to
enhancing thecritical body of evidence relevant to policy andoperational decision-
making.

The publication has been set forth within the context of the realization that evidence
from data is central to the health policy andplanning process and must form the
basis of practices in each healthcare domainandthathealth statistics is a key
component of needs assessmentsthatinformpolicyand is thereforecritical to
decision-makingin public health.

In its capacity as a think tankagency, Heartfile has played the role of a strategic
partnerinthiseffortby making a voluntary pro-bonocontributiontodevelop this
publication, which will serve as a template for future biannual reports on health.

The Federal Bureau of Statistics is committed to playingitsmandated role in
collectingdatafromsourceagencies, inclusive of theMinistry of Healthand the
provincial departments of health andotherhealth data reportingandcol lecting
agencies; collating data,reportingdata on uniform standards, building linkages with
appropriatesources to ensure regular flow ofdataandcreating channels of
communicationwith stakeholders to facilitate the utilization of evidence. The World
Health Organization has had the privilege of contributing to the process of developing
capacity to generate data that have been reflected in this publication and wishes to
build further on this commitment.

The four agencies are keen to explore furtheroptions to work together in order to
strengthenthe evidence andpolicy linkage within the health sectorinPakistan.

Asad Elahi
Secretary,StatisticsDivision

SyedAnwar Mehmood
Secretary, Ministry of Health

Khalif Bile Mohamud
WHO RepresentativeinPakistan

Sania Nishtar
Founder and President, Heartfile

Communiqué
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this publication, whichcollates available health statistics inPakistan andreports
them as a set of healthindicators,is the first effort ofitskind within the country.

the indicators reflected inthispublication have beendivided into
different categories: ,

and The Outcome
indicator category has been further sub-classifiedinto

and
Indicators have also been tagged to reflect theirstatuswith respect to

inclusioninthe and the targets stipulated as part of the
of the Government of Pakistan. I

the datacaptured inthispublication have beencollectedfrom several
sources. These include stand-alone/periodic surveys,management information systems
of the national public health programmes, infectious diseases epidemic reporting
surveillance systems, modeling projections, Health Management and Information System,
population-based Non-Communicable Disease surveillance system,andStatedocuments
inthepublicdomain or those that were providedonrequest.

most of the datainthispublicationare presented in five standard
graphical forms. Linechartshave been used toshowtrendsovertime, scatter plots in
cases where data were tracked over time but where trend-estimations were not possible
and barchartsand staggered barchartstoshowfrequencydistributions. Where data
were segregated by districts, Geographic InformationSystems (GIS) based thematic maps
have beenused.

a process which Heartfile is
helping to institutionalize at the Federal BureauofStatistics and the Ministry of Health;

ndicators have
been tracked over time where data availability made it possible to do soorelsedatahave
been reportedatonepointintime.

Demographic, Burden of Disease, Cause-Specific Deaths Outcome,
Output and Process, Input,Inter-sectoral Indicators by Districts.

Millennium Development Goals
Medium Term Development Framework

Maternal and Child Health,
Communicable Diseases, Non-Communicable Diseases, Injuries, Mental Illnesses
Disabilities.

xiii
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data presented herewith are verifiable backtotheoriginal
documents and have not been manipulated; data were compiled in a uniform way in order
to improve the comparability of statistics.

In the case of time trends, a
consultative process weighed a variety of surveys to create time trends; the choice of
surveys presentedarebased on the best technicaladvicefromgroups. Notwithstanding,
differences between surveys and methodological factors may cause distortion in trends,
as for example in the caseofdifferences between definitions and terms usedinthe
Pakistan Integrated Household Surveys (PIHS) and the PakistanSocial and Living
Standards Measurement Surveys (PSLMS). Furthermore, facility-based data should be
interpreted bearing in mind that these only provide information on thosewhoseekcare
and that too from public sector health facilities.

Ideally, healthindicatorswithin Pakistanshouldbeabletoprovidecomparisonsbetween
provinces anddistricts geographically, between the rural and the urban areas of the
country,across genders andsocio-economic groups and between the type of facilities
where applicable, particularly in the case of mortality and morbidity data. However,
paucity of data in many areas limits the ability to do suchcomparisons forsome
indicators. International comparisons were possible only in some of the indicators where
strict international definitions and data standards were applied. International
comparability is, however, a major limitation of most data systems in Pakistan; therefore
no international comparisons are offered here.

There are several data-relatedlimitations in Pakistan; notwithstanding these limitations,
an effort has been made to present the best available dataintheclearest possible
manner and in a policy-relevant format. The narrative sections of this document provide a
brief snapshot of the status of health relevant to each indicatorandtouchuponthe
mechanisms for monitoring the relevant indicator. These sections have not been designed
to discuss the healthandhealth-relatedimplications of the data presented indetail. It is
for this reason that the indicators presented herewith and the tabulations and graphical
representation of these data should be interpretedinthelightofthenarrationinthe
parent document of this publication,

which i s accessible through the URL

The indicators captured inthisdocument yield information of relevance to:a)
; b) Pakistan’s health systems; and c) Pakistan’s Health

Information System.

The healthofthenationhas to becontextualizedtothedemographic andepidemiological
transition it is undergoing. With reference to the former, Pakistan is the sixth most
populous country intheworld; although the annual population growthratehasdeclined

Nevertheless, many factors such as variationin
definitions as well as specificities indatarecording andprocessing may influence the
validity, accuracy andcomparability of statistics; therefore, comparisons across time as
well as among placesshouldbeinterpretedwith caution.

The Gateway Paper, Health Systems in Pakistan: a
Way Forward,

the health
status of the people ofPakistan

TheGateway HealthIndicators
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from over 3% in the 1960s and 1970s to the present level of 1.9% perannum, it still
remains high. This rapidly changing denominator is one of the most critical challenges for
the health sector. The healthandpopulation sectors need to invigorate a concerted
approach to face this challenge. Withreference to the epidemiological transition, the
burden of disease and cause of death datashowthatanequalburdencannowbe
attributable to infectious vis-à-vis Non-Communicable Diseases in Pakistan; furthermore,
projections indicate that the ratio will continue to reflect a progressively shifting burden
towards NCDs. This calls for a review of allocations for preventive programmes
communicable vis-à-vis NCDs.

Withthisasacontext,therearethreehallmarksofthe healthofthenation;1)thedouble
burden of disease (highburden of Communicable as well as Non-Communicable
Diseases); 2) maternal and child health-related challenges; and 3)emerging health
issues. These are compounded by a number o f health systems challenges.

, it was possible to estimate trends over time f
such as inthecase of maternal andchild health and a few infectious

disease indicators. For others, it was not possible due to data gaps or where
comparability issues owing to methodological considerations prevented the determination
of trends. Here, morbidity was determined by the most recent and the most
representative data.

Overall, outcome level trends show that although there have beensomeimprovements in
the health status of the Pakistani population over the last 60 years, key health indicators
still lag behind inrelation to international targets articulatedwithin the Millennium
Declaration. The areas where some improvements have occurredincludelifeexpectancy,
maternal, neonatalandchild heath and infectious diseases.With reference to

, MMR has declined from 800 per 100,000 live births in1978to
presently reported figure of 350 andtheInfantMortality Rate has declined from 142
per 1,000 live births in 1970 to 74.6 in 2006 (MNCHD 9). However, these data should
be interpreted in the light of threecaveats; , issues inherent to the measurement
of some of these outcome indicators as a result of which a conclusive opinion about
their current status cannot be given. , the relativity of benchmarks against
which these dataarepitched. Here, it may be important to note that Pakistan's key
maternal and child health indicators lag behind, not only in the South Asianregion
but also withreference to averages for other low-income countries. , these
indicators show significant regional disparities within the country as evidenced by the
wide provincial variationinInfantMortalityRates (IMRs)with IMRs of 71, 104, 77and79
per 1,000 live births reported forSindh, Balochistan, PunjabandNWFP,respectively.
These highlight the need forlocally-suited healthsystems interventions an approach
whichisnowoperationally feasible in view ofpoliticalandadministrative devolution
inthecountry.

is another area where some improvements have occurred. Mortality
data from the Pakistan Demographic Survey (PDS) show that mortality due to infectious

–

–

orsomehealth
domains

firstly

Secondly

Thirdly
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diseases such as Diarrheaandvaccine-preventable diseases has reduced over
the last decade. However, improvements have not occurred in other areas suchasARI
(CSD). The PDS data should, however, be interpreted in the light of the aforementioned
cautions as there are several datainconsistencieswhich remainun-accounted for.
In view of this consideration, there is a need to strengthencapacity to collect
population-based data on infectious diseases mortality so as to gain further insight into
these trends. On the other hand, trends in immunization coverage have beenpositive as
is evidenced by the increase in overall immunization coverage from 44% in 1995-96 to
77% as reported for the year 2004-05 (MNCHD 16). However, again as inthecase of
MCH, improvement has to be contextual andrelative regional comparisons highlight the
need for further improvements inthisarea. The case of polio eradication canbeusedto
illustrate this point further. Pakistan is one of the few countries where polio is yet to be
eradicated; at the same time, poliovirus transmissionisatitslowestcomparedtothe
situation in the 1990s, and if the present trend continues, polio eradication may be a
likely reality over the next three years (PL 1 & 2).

Some other indicators also clearly show that a few outcomes have remained slow to
change; the classical exampleofthisisthecaseofNeonatalMortalityRate
(MNCHD 8), whichregistered only a moderate decline from 59per 1,000 live
births in1987 to 43 in2003; otherindicators inthiscategoryinclude the percentage
of Stunted, Underweight and Wasted childrenlessthanfiveyearsofage
(MNCHD 11, 12 & 13).

In view of the aforementioned considerations, it can beconcluded that although there
have beensomeimprovements in the health status of the Pakistani population overthe
last 60years, key healthindicators lag behindinrelation to international targets
articulated in the Millennium Declaration and in comparison to averages for low-income
countries.

Where trends in morbidity could not be ascertained, data were capturedatonepointin
time from various sources; a snapshot of these dataisindicativeof high burden of
diseases.

Withrespect to somecommon , a recent community-based
survey has shown that 37%children developedsymptoms of ARI and28% suffered
symptoms of Diarrhea in the preceding two weeks of the interview. The proportion of post-
neonatal deaths due to ARI varies from 11-46%,depending on age studied and location
and diarrheal deaths account for 43.3% of all post-neonatal deaths, reflecting a very high
burden. In relation to other Communicable Diseases, the situationstandsasfollows:
current estimatedincidence of Tuberculosis,despite progress at the intermediate
outcome level, still stands at 177per100,000 population (TB 1); estimatedprevalence of
Hepatitis C in the general populationis5.31%whereasamongst high-risk groups,
prevalence ranges from 5.44 to 30.6% for Hepatitis C to 6.02 to 22.8% for Hepatitis B
(HEP 2, 3 & 4); however, on the other hand, Malaria accounts only for 0.5% of deaths

xvi
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(Pg 83).Thesedatashowthatinfectiousdiseases continue to remain a public health
challenge despite the ongoing public health efforts aimed at preventionandcontrol.

A high burdenof (NCDs)isalsoevidentinthesedata;in
terms of morbidity, nationally representative data show that more than 24.3% of the
population over the age of 18 years has high bloodpressure (Pg 115);

morethan25%
men and women overtheageof40yearssufferfromcoronaryheartdisease(CS1);that
the incidence of serious injuries is estimated to be around 41.2per1,000persons per
year (IJ 1) andthatthe incidence of Cancers is on the rise (C 1-12). Data also show high
prevalenceoflifestyle andbiologicalrisks of NCDs as well as injuries; 80% drivers do not
wear seatbelts in cars and morethan86%motorcycle drivers do not wear helmets (IJ 4 &
5). These data snapshots signify a high burden of NCDs in Pakistan.

Burden of disease data reportedin1998showthatanequalburdencouldbe
attributable to infectious vis-à-vis Non-Communicable Diseases in Pakistan (38.4% vs.
37.7%) [(BoD)]; the latterclearly surpassing if the burden of injuries (11.4%) is added.
More recently, cause of deathdata from the Pakistan Demographic Survey show that
the percentage of deaths attributed to NCDs has increased from 34.1% in 1992 to
54.9% in2003 (CSD). This distribution is instructive to current resource allocations
for preventionandhighlights the need to bring allocations for NCDprevention, control
and health promotionatparwithallocationsforinfectiousdiseases.

In addition to the unfinished agenda of MCHandthedoubleburdenofdiseases,
there are a numbero f that merit attention. Withrespect to
HIVandAIDS,thecurrentpopulationprevalence is estimated to be 0.1% (HIV1).
Prevalence among high-risk groups ranges from 0.5-23%; 23% prevalence among
Injecting Drug Users in Karachi shifts the entire epidemic scenario of the
country to a higher stage at a 'concentratedlevel' (HIV 2). This indicates that the
current momentum in HIV and AIDS needs to be further built upon. In addition, other
contemporary health challenges merit attention such asthethreatofemerging
infections like SARS and Avian Influenzaandre-emerging infections (the recent
outbreak of Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever being a case in point) and highlight the
need to strengthen the capacity for surveillanceofemergingandre-emerging
infections and their prevention and control. In the aftermath of the October 8, 2005
earthquake intheNorthern Areas of Pakistan, a renewed emphasis on emergency
preparedness as another stream ofpublichealthplanningalsodeserves attention.

At an , some improvements have been seen. In MCH-related
services, the percentage o f pregnant women who receive at least one ante-natal
consultation has increased from 30 to 50% (MNCHD 2); the percentage of women
receiving post-natal consultations has increased from 11 to 23% (MNCHD 6) and the

10% of the adult
population suffers from Diabetes (DM 1 & 2);1%ofthepopulationisblind (DL3);34%
suffers from depressive disorders (MI 1 & 2) and 2.54% of the total populationcould be
labeledasbeingdisabled (DL 1). Regional studies have also shown that

–



proportion of births attended by Skilled Birth Attendants has increased from
18 to 31% over a ten-year period (from 1996-97 to 2005-06). Contraceptive
Prevalence Rate also improved,increasingfrom 12% in1991 to 36% in2006 (DG 10).
There are also indications of increased utilization, particularly of private sector
healthcare facilities as is evidenced by anincrease in the percentage of post-natal
consultations from 35% in 1998-99 to 46% in 2004-05 (HSU 9). However, this
canalsobeinterpretedasarelative shift away from publicsector services utilization;
this is also supported by the latest PSLM data (HSU 1), whichshowthattwo-thirds
of the consultations take place in the private sector.

Some improvements at the intermediate outcome level need to becontextualizedas in
the case of intermediateoutcomedata for Tuberculosis control (TB 2, 3 & 4). The actual
burden of Tuberculosis may be higher becausethesedata do not capture cases from
private sector sources, whichiswheremorethan60%oftheoutpatientcontacts occur.

Indicators that track health systems functioning are as important as indicators that track
health status. These include indicators on governance,stewardship,various aspects
relating to the delivery of services, health financingandinputsintothehealth sector at
the level of human resources andmedicines.

Although some indicators on health financinghavebeen included herewith, the list is not
complete due to data gaps. The health financing indicators show that although
have increased, Pakistan still spends only 0.67% of its GDP onhealth with a percentage
of the budget going unutilized (HF 13). In addition, some allocation disparities are evident,
and alternative mechanisms of financinghealth have not beenmainstreamed into the
delivery ofcare. Therefore, in addition to the need for greater increments inallocation,
there is a need to address allocation disparities,improve utilizationanddevelop
alternative approaches to health financing, albeit withsafeguards against creatingaccess
and affordability issues for the poor.

At the inputs level, quantitative information is available. With respect to human resource,
the output of most categories of healthcare providers has increased; increments in
numbers have been considerably higher for doctors and Lady Health Workers (HR 1-6).
However, these quantitative increases should be interpretedinthelightoftheskewed
human resource ratios (HR 7-13)andqualitativeand deployment-related gaps;the
latter have not been capturedinthispublicationowing to data gaps. Increases have also
been seeninthenumberofhealthcarefacilities(HFC1-7). However, at the same time,
there is convincing anecdotal evidence related to gaps at the levels of delivery and quality
of services.

In conclusion, therefore, these indicators give some valuable information about the health
status of Pakistan's population andsomeinformation about the health status of
Pakistan's health system;with respect to the latter however,several gaps abound.

(MNCHD5)

allocations
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Notwithstanding the weaknesses of these dataandtheirneedforfurther development,
some usefulinterpretations can be drawn; these have been articulated in the relevant
sections.Inanutshell,these data show that

Extrapolation of these data to its parent document, ‘
shows that improvements have

occurredinasystemwheregapsaboundanditislogicaltoassumethatquantumleaps
inhealth outcomes cannot be achieved if systems are not supportive to deliver
programmes, if alternative financing andservicedelivery arrangements are not
mainstreamedinthedeliveryofcareandifthere are gaps in capacity at a governance
level.Astrategicsystemsstrengtheningapproach should, therefore, focus on several
dimensions; forsomeofthesedimensions, these indicators provide linkages suchasthe
need forresource allocation decisions anddecisions in general to be based on evidence,
the need to workmore closely with the population programme, a focus ontheinter-
sectoral dimensions of health, prioritizinghuman resource-related issues and
reconfiguring the mode of primary healthcare delivery within the country. However, there
are several other problems thatthese indicators have not captured, given the absenceof
data in relevant areas. The next section focuses morespecifically on bridging these gaps.

There are several gaps inthereporting of indicators in this document owing to data gaps
inrespective areas. Important indicators necessary for policy and planning missing from
the list ofindicators included herewith are: a) indicators that measure specific functions
of the health systems such as fair financing, responsiveness,stewardship,governance,
transparency and accountability. Some indicators onfinancing have been included but
comprehensive data on health expenditures from a consolidated and institutionalized
National Health Accounts base aremissing; b) indicators to assess the quality and
efficiency of services provided at alllevels of the healthcare systems; c)indicators to
assesstheutilizationofsecondary and tertiary healthcare facilities in the public sector;
this has been identified as a major gap of the Health Management andInformation
System (HMIS); d) indicators to gauge the different aspects of service provision atthe
level of private sector healthcare facilities;thisagain is a weakness of the HMIS;
e) indicators on cost-effectiveness ofavailable strategies; and f) comprehensive
information on inequities inhealth status, healthdeterminants andaccess to and use of
health services.

Moreover, as part of the exercise of collatingdataforthisdocument, a number of other
gaps in data collectionmechanisms and their linkages were alsoobserved.
Notwithstanding, it must be recognized that Pakistanhasseveralinstitutional data
sources as well as periodical surveys. The analysis offered in this publication, therefore,
focuses onbridgingexistinggaps and leads to twosetsofrecommendations in order to
consolidate and strengthen Pakistan's Health Information System.

despite improvements, many challenges still
remain to be addressed. The Gateway
Paper: HealthSystems inPakistan a Way Forward,’–



The is focused on institutional arrangements:

The is focused on data sources andcollection
mechanisms in various streams:

infectious diseases

As a first step, there is a need to developacomprehensive policy and an
for consolidating a national health information system

Such a body should be established with broad-based consensus
and ownership, should be placed within a legal and policy framework anditsgovernance
and administrative arrangements should be clearly mandatedandinstitutionalized. The
agency should be adequately resourced andsupported to establish the necessary
infrastructure andacquire human resource withappropriatecapacity. The Federal Bureau
of Statistics and the Ministry of Health should take a lead role in the creation of this
agency with proactive linkageswithdatasourceagenciesin the health sector and
elsewhere (e.g., population). The potential within existinginstitutions such as the Health
Management and Information System, the National Health Information Resource Centre,
the National Health Policy Unit and theStatistics Division to serve this role should be
explored. The objective of this agencyshouldbetocollectdatafromsourceagencies,
collate data andreport data on uniform standards. Inordertoachievethis purpose,the
agency should: a) identify national healthinformation needs; b)developuniform
standards for ensuringquality indatareporting; c) develop an inventory of datasources
relevant to the health system and the healthcare system;d)providehealth information
system design recommendations that emphasize platforms which service multiple
purposes; e) coordinate donor-driven dataactivities to ensure that national health
information priorities are met andthat national systems arestrengthened; f) ensure
ethical conduct in the entire data system;g)ensure dataaccessibility to a wide audience
of both dataanalysts and policy-makers as wellasthecivilsocietyandthepublic at large;
and h) buildlinkageswithappropriate data sources within the health sector to ensure
regular flow of data.

withrespect to , the existing piecemeal
epidemic infectious disease surveillance activities withinindividual programmes should
be strengthenedandintegrated intoacomprehensive public healthsurveillance system
consisting of peripheral data collection arms linked to a centralsystem. This should be
backed by a legal system that mandates the notification of priority diseases and regulates
laboratory practice. With respect to Non-Communicable Diseases, the population-based
surveillance of 'risk factors' through sequential population-basedsurveys, powered to
detect changes in the level of risk factors overtime, shouldbeexpanded to have national
representation. With respect to registry-based surveillance, support should be provided to
mature cancer registries. In addition, the first stroke registry also needs to be set up
within Pakistan.

the cause of death system should be improvedinitiallythrough the
introduction of verbalautopsy instruments into the Pakistan Demographic Survey. Over

apex institutional
arrangement – the Health
Information Apex Agency.

xx
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the long term, improving the quality of death recordsshouldbeencouragedthrough
appropriate policy interventions and legislation, which requires the inclusion of causes of
deathindeathcertificates using the InternationalClassificationof Death (ICD) for coding.

it is important tosupport the existing
Health Management and Information System (HMIS), which essentially captures data
from primary and some secondary healthcare sources, broaden its base andenhance
data connectivitythrough appropriate use of technology. Efforts tostrengthen HMIS
should be in the context of the post-devolution changes in Pakistan's provincial-district
health system, where responsibility for healthcare up to the District Headquarter (DHQ)
level has been devolved to districts with dedicated responsibility at the Executive District
Officer (EDO) level. Recently, a District Health Management and Information System has
been pilot-tested; this effort must be institutionalized as part of HMIS.

Management Information Systems (MIS) in public sector hospitals are known to suffer
fromseveral limitations. These systems either do not exist or are not optimally integrated
with thecentralHMIS. Recently, some publicsector hospitals such asthePakistan
InstituteofMedicalSciences(PIMS) have begun the process ofdevelopinglocally-suited
MIS an initiative being supportedbytheMinistryofInformation Technology and the
Electronic Government Directorate. The feasibility of expanding this approach to other
hospitalsshould be explored. Management information systems inpublic hospitals should
ideally be standardizedanddata flows to HMIS established.

Establishment of MIS in private sector healthcare facilities in Pakistan is linked to the
broaderissueofregulation of private sector healthcare. In the first place, therefore, there
is a need to structure a regulatory framework; this has beendiscussed at length in the
parent document ‘
Ideally, private sector health facilities should be regulated by the district government
system. With reference to privatesector MIS, minimum standards ofdatareporting and
practical mechanisms for theirinstitutionalization should be developed. The ultimate
objective is to link private sector facilities to the central HMIS in order to gather
information relevant to policy andplanning. There are many examples of private sector
hospitalsthathavedevelopedfully-integrated MIS with the appropriate use of e-hospital
solutions.However, these are viableoptions for the private sectorandwhenpublicsector
finances are takenasadominator, the valueoftheseapproachesin terms of widescale
application and the benefits gained in terms of improving health outcomes vis-à-vis costs
incurred shouldbecarefullyassessed.

two considerations are important in this connection. Firstly, a
number of surveys are
conductedonastand-alonebasisor periodically by agencies whichare outsideofthe
health sector such as the Federal BureauofStatistics and the National Instituteof
Population Studies. Some important surveys include the Pakistan Integrated Household
Survey(s), the Pakistan SocialandLivingStandards Measurement Survey, the Pakistan
Demographic and Health Survey(s)andtheMultipleIndicator Cluster Survey(s).These

–
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surveys play animportant role in providinginformation on health statistics necessary for
policy andplanning; therefore,active linkages should be built with these agencies for data
collection and interpretation. Inparticular,the Federal BureauofStatistics has the
institutionalcapacity to conduct a ‘health census,’ which can be leveraged to gather
nationally-representative baseline information on health facilities and health-related
human resource for the first time inPakistan.

Secondly, with respect to health interview-based and examination surveys, a system of
population-based health surveys should beestablished withaninstitutionalbase which
has thecapacity to ensure periodicsurveys. The Pakistan Medical and Research Council
has led the First National Health Survey of Pakistanandiscurrently in the process of
planning the Second National HealthSurvey. It is important to consolidate health survey
capacity withinthecouncil so that population-based health surveys are conducted
regularly. Because knowledge and attitudes change more quickly, interview surveys
should be done on a more regular basis, ideally once every five years and sincemeasures
of physical examinationchangeslowly overtime, anexamination surveyshouldbe
conductedonceevery10years.

in Pakistan, there are gaps indata sources, which make it
difficult to comprehensively track health system indicators. In addition, indicators to track
health systems functioning have also not been developedinalocally-suitedcontext. It is,
therefore, important to develop specific indicators in the areas of fair-financing,
responsiveness, stewardship, governance, transparency and accountability; and
indicators on access,quality,efficiency and responsiveness. In particular,asystemfor
National Health Accounts needs to be established; this can be further built upon the
Auditor General's national accounting model, which is institutionalized within thecountry;
appropriate linkagesshouldalsobe established with the Project to Improve Financial
Reporting and Auditing (PIFRA), work on which is currently underway. A system for
National Health Accounts must leverage technology to enhance efficiency andpromote
greater transparency in healthsystems. For example, electronic public expenditure
tracking procedures and electronic equipment and supply inventories can track leakages
fromthesystem; drug procurement reforms centered on electronic biddingcanenhance
transparency and a nation-wide database for matchingstaffandwage payments can
maintain up-to-date personal records and therefore can assist ineliminating abuses such
as payingghost workers. Information from household
surveys canbeusedtosupplementtheNationalHealth Accounts data.

future data collectioneffortsshouldenablethesegregation of
data by income levels, by districts and by other socio-economic determinants inorder to
facilitate the targeting of interventions to appropriate groups.

In conclusion, indicators are animportant component ofthemeasurements that feedinto
the evidence-information-policy loopandevidence is a critical component of decision-
making. However, forindicators to have any meaning,capacity and infrastructure for
research has to be built in tandem so as to ensure credible databases, valid analytical

onsickness andcareexpenditure
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methods and instruments and reliability in interpreting and analyzing data. Within this
context, the recommendations articulated herein focus on development; the
creation of a and the need for strengthening existing
and/or creating as appropriate and institutionalizing to gather information
on a sustainable basis. A strategic approach to these three areas is critical to the viability
of the health reforms currently envisaged/underway in the country. It is also critical that
these effortsshouldbepromotedthrough indigenous development resource inputs and
that donor reliance for this most important areaisminimized.

This document should be regarded as the first in a series of documents, which need to be
produced on a two yearly basis to capture the health status ofthepeopleofPakistan.
Within this context,theFederal Bureau of Statistics andtheMinistry of Healthshouldtake
responsibility for two yearly compilations of dataandensuretheuseofdataandevidence
for policy-makingandplanning.

Most importantly, a critical aspect of dataandevidence in the context ofanational health
information system relates tothedemandsideconsiderations. Appropriate utilization of
data for decision-making and a commitment to doso,isequally if not more important
than the entirecomplexdiscussiononbuildinginformation systems. Ultimately, the
success of health reform and change hinges on that very factor.

Data Policy
Health Information Apex Agency

data sources

Executivesummary





About this Publication

This publicationcapturesthebasichealthstatisticsofPakistan and presents them
as a set of indicators, whichcover some of themainaspectsofhealth andits
determinants; these include basic demographic data, health status in terms of
morbidity and mortality, health-seeking behaviours,humanresources, health
services utilization, health financingandsome of the social determinants of health.

The indicators reflected in this publication have been dividedintodi fferent
categories. The first category includes Demographic Indicators, the second includes
Burden of Disease, and the third category includes an indicator on Cause-Specific
Deaths. Themajorbulkoftheindicatorsareinthe Outcome Indicator category; these
have been further sub-classified into Maternal and Child Health,Communicable
Diseases, Non-Communicable Diseases, Injuries, Mental Illnesses and Disabilities.
From eachdomain, only key indicators relevant to the macro-policy level have been
included herewith. These do not obviate the need to track other indicators as may be
relevant to specific programmes. The fifth category includes Output/Process Indicators
and the sixth includes Input Indicators. The classification of indicators into Outcome,
Output and Process indicators enables the measurement of progress in addition to
measuring health and related factors. Other categories include Inter-sectoral Indicators
and Indicators by Districts.

In addition, indicators have also been tagged to reflect their status withrespect to
inclusion in the Millennium Development Goals and the targets stipulated as part of
the Medium Term Development Framework of the Government of Pakistan.

Due to paucity of data, it was not possible to include indicators that measurespecific
dimensions of the health system suchasfairfinancing, responsiveness, health
systems functioning, stewardship functioning and measures forimproving evidence-
generation.

Many indicators are tracked over time; the period covered runs at the earliest from
1947, whichiswhenthecountry was created, to 2006atthelatest,depending on
data availability.However, many indicators are presentedatonepointintimedueto
unavailability of data for other timeframes.
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data have been summarized from the following sources:

1. whichcollects morbidity
and health services utilization data from primary and some secondary
level publicsector health facilities in Pakistan on an ongoing basis and
reports them centrally. Traditionally, HMIS provides ‘estimated incidence’ for
various diseases; however, these data should more appropriately be
reflected as proportional morbidity, the feasibility of including which into this
document was assessed. However, since HMIS does not capture data from
private sector health facilities and most tertiary public sector hospitals, data
from this source were not includedduetoissuesofrepresentation. However,
the HMIS provided someofthehealthservices utilizationdatafor this
publication.

2.
such as in the caseof the Expanded Programme for Immunizationandthe
Malaria, Tuberculosis andHIV/AIDS programmes. These provideddataon
programme-specific indicators.

3. as in the
case of Polio surveillance, provided data relevant to its programme.

4.
National Action Plan for the PreventionandControl of Non-Communicable
Diseases andHealth Promotion in Pakistan,which provided population-based
data on the common risks of NCDs and Injuries.

5. of the Federal Bureau of Statistics and other
agencies such as the Pakistan Medical ResearchCouncil (PMRC) and the
National Institute of Population Studies (NIPS) were also used. These
surveys include the Pakistan Demographic Surveys, Pakistan Fertility
Survey, Pakistan Reproductive Health and Family PlanningSurvey, Pakistan
Integrated Household Surveys, theNational Nutrition Surveys, Pakistan
Social and Living Standards Measurement Survey, National HealthSurvey
of Pakistan, Pakistan Demographic and HealthSurveys and the Multiple
IndicatorCluster Surveys.

6. of the Planning Commission were used as in the case
of the Maternal Mortality Ratio.

7. were used forreporting
prevalence as in the case o f Diabetes and Mental Illnesses.

data have been summarised from HMIS, management
information systems of programmes and fromstand-alone periodic surveys.

data have been captured from publishedreports ofthePlanning
Commission, Ministry of Health and other ministries; from internal documents,
budget proceedings and other documents in the public domain.
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Publicly available data collected and published by internationalorganizations have
also beenincluded, where appropriate.

Most of the data in this publication are presented in fivestandard graphical forms.
Line charts have been used to show trends over time, scatter plots in cases where
data were tracked over time but where trend-estimations were not possible and bar
charts and staggered bar charts to show frequency distributions. In the case of time
trends, a consultative process weighed a variety of surveys to create time trends; the
choiceofsurveys presented are based on the best technical advice from groups.
Notwithstanding, differences betweensurveys and methodological factors may cause
distortion in trends.Where data weresegregated by districts,maps have beenused.

Ideally, health indicators within Pakistan should be able to providecomparisons
betweenprovinces and districts – geographically, between the rural and the urban
areas of the country,across genders andsocioeconomic groups andbetweenthe
type o f facilities where applicable, particularly in the case of mortality and morbidity
data. However, paucity of data in many areas limits the ability for such comparisons.
Internationalcomparisons could have been possibleonlyforsomeindicators where
strict datastandards were applied. However, since it was not consistently possible to
do so due to data limitations, no internationalcomparisons are offered here.

There are several data-related limitations in Pakistan; notwithstanding these
limitations, an effort has been made to present the best available data inthe clearest
possiblemanner in a policy relevant format.

Data presented herewith is verifiable back to the original documents and has not
been manipulated; data were compiled in a uniform way in order to improve the
comparability of statistics. Nevertheless, many factors such as variation in definitions
as wellasspecificities indatarecording and processing may influence the validity,
accuracy and comparability ofstatistics; therefore,comparisons – across time as
wellasamongplaces – should be interpreted with caution. Possible data
inaccuracies also create their own issues. In addition, differences between
definitions or terms used in sequential surveys may have causeddistortion in trends
as for example in the caseofPIHSandPSLMSdata.Therefore,trendsshould also be
interpreted with caution. Moreover, data from facility-basedsurveys shouldbe
interpreted bearinginmindthatthese provide information only on thosewho
seek care.

About thispublication
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Furthermore, it must be appreciatedthatthemannerinwhich indicators capture the
status of health and indicate change inhealthstatus depends on a number of
characteristics; these include validity , reliability , specificity , and sensitivity , and
that individual measurements inthesedata reported from secondary sources could
not bring uniformity to these considerations.

The narrative sections of this document provide a snapshot of the status of health
relevant to eachindicatorandtouch upon the mechanisms of monitoring the
relevant indicator. These sections have not been designed to discussthehealthand
health-related implications of the data presented. I t is forthis reason that the
indicators presented herewith and the tabulations and graphical representation of
these datashould be interpreted in the light of the narration in the parent document
of this publication, ‘The Gateway Paper, Health Systems in Pakistan: a Way Forward,’
whichisaccessiblethrough the URL http://heartfile.org/gwhsa.htm

Clearly, these are not all the indicators that need to be tracked within the health
sector; many other disease domain, non-health indicators andindicators that
measure healthsystems performance andintermediateoutcomes need to be
tracked over time. However, unavailability of relevant data in these areas and/or
absence of definedindicators have obviated theirinclu sion in this publication. Over
time, efforts shouldbemadetogatheraconsensusover indicators in the following
areas:

1. Indicatorsthatmeasure specific functions of the health systems such as fair
financing, responsiveness,stewardship,governance, transparency and
accountability.

2. Social,behavioural, psychologicalandpsychosocial factors.
3. Indicators in the responsiveness domain withreference to quality ofcare,

acceptability, capacity to deal with emergencies with a focus on
epidemiologicalchang es, equity andpublic health functions in conventional
health systems, traditional medicine as wellastheprivatesector.

4. In the area of financing, revenue collection, pooling and purchasing and the
public-privatemixforrevenuecollection.

5. Non-personal healthservices and geographical spread of provision of
services.

6. Indicators at intermediateoutcome level with a focus on access, quality
and efficiency.

7. Non-health indicators outside of the health system such as education,
environment, employment, income andliving and working conditions inview

Effectively measures what it attempts to measure
Repeated measurements giving the same results
Measures only what it intends to measure
Having the capacity to measure all it is meant to measure.
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of their impact on health.Although some data have been compiled in the
Inter-sectoralsection, they need to be further built upon. Future data collection
efforts shouldenable the segregation of data by income levels and by other
socioeconomic determinants inorder to facilitate the targeting of
interventions to appropriate groups.

From this list, however, indicators should be carefully selected so that they are fully
justifiable with reference to the relevance and reliability of the information sought
and the feasibility of gathering it on an ongoing basis.

This publication is aimedatpolicy-makers in the government and healthcare
administrators at the primary, secondary and tertiary care levels as well as healthcare
providers, public healthprofessionals andhealth information managers.

These indicators give informationaboutthehealth status of Pakistan’s population;
however, due to paucity of data, informationaboutthestatusofPakistan’s
health systems, remains incomplete.The weaknesses of these data andtheirneed
for further development notwithstanding, some useful interpretations can be drawn;
these are discussed in the relevant sections.

There are two main constraints in the use of evidence for policy development.The first
is paucity of usable indicators; this report attempts to establish a template that
can address this issue.The secondimpediment is a culture o f decision-making
basedonanecdotal evidence andpolitical expediency as opposed to population
needs and equity in service delivery. This area, while criticalinenabling evidence-
based health policy development andimplementation, is beyond the scopeof
the “Health Indicators of Pakistan” document andwill be dealt with as a separate
initiative. It must be recognized, however, that this factor acts as an impediment to
the utilization of evidence.

Access to usable information foraction in health is compounded by the complexity
of data sources and evidence-generating mechanisms within the health sector, the
myriad of sources from whichdata need to be collected, absence of linkages and
paucity of efforts toconsolidate evidence from different sources. With this as a
context, it is envisaged that the development of a sustainable and consolidated
mechanism and capacity forcollatingevidence wouldbecritical to strengthening the
evidence-policy-decision-making nexus in Pakistan. Reflecting indicatorsevidence as
is envisaged to translate evidence into a format palatable to policy-makers.

About thispublication
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As part ofthe exerciseofcollating data for this document, a number of gaps in data
and their collecting mechanisms have been observed. These have led to the
evolution of a number of recommendations foractionin order to strengthen
Pakistan’s healthinformation system; these recommendations fall into three
categories:

1. Datapolicy development.
2. Creation of an apex institutionalarrangement.
3. Strengthening existingand/or creating as appropriate, andinstitutionalizing

data sources to gather information on:
a. the magnitude and impact of health problems;
b. informationon health systems functioning withreference to health

financing, service provision, governance, transparency and
accountability;

c. informationon cost-effectiveness of availablestrategies; and
d. informationon inequities in health status,healthdeterminants and

access to anduse of health services.

A comprehensive policy should be developed to generate, gather and utilize evidence
in the health sectorandpriorities shouldbedetermined within each domain.The
policyshould focus ondeveloping capacity for collectingandhandlingdataand
warehousing o f dataandshouldgarner ownership of local institutions and local staff
(statisticians, epidemiologists, demographers, data specialists). Appropriate
incentives andrewardsshould be built for fostering research and developing an
enabling institutionalresearchenvironment. The policy should broaden the base of
budgetary andextra-budgetary research fundingsources forresearchers inthe public
as wellastheprivatesectors in addition tosupporting and strengthening institutions
with research as a core mandate. It shouldalso be able tomobilizetheinfluenceof
networks andkeystakeholders tocommunicate evidence and innovation in
knowledge-sharing in order to target decision-makers, thereby enabling them to
recognize the benefits of evidence-baseddecision-making. The policyshould also
leverage the use of technology as a priority to bridge communication gaps. In
addition, the policy should mandate an institutionalmechanism forethicaloversight
of research within the country. Furthermore,it should articulate a consensus over the
Minimum Set of Indicators for Pakistan’s health information system, drawing further
on this initiative.

A sustainable and comprehensive Health Information Apex Agency needs to be
created and mandated. One model for this is the National Health Information
Observatory,which has beenuseful in some countries. However, most developed
countrieswith sophisticated health informationsystems have apex leadership bodies
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to coordinate national efforts. Such a body should be established withbroad-based
consensus and ownership, shouldbeplaced within a legal andpolicyframework and
its governance andadministrative arrangements shouldbeclearlymandatedand
institutionalized. The potential within existing institutions, such as the Health
Information Resource Center,Statistics Division and/ortheHealthManagement
and Information System to playsucharoleshouldbeexplored.The agency should be
adequately resourced and supported to establish the necessary infrastructure and
acquire human resource with appropriate capacity. The Federal BureauofStatistics
and the Ministry of Health should take a lead role inthecreation of this agency with
proactive linkages withdata source agencies in the healthsector andelsewhere
(e.g., population). The primary purpose of the Health Information Apex Agency should
be to provide leadershipinthenationalhealth information system and collect,
collate and report data. In order to achieve this purpose, the agency should:

identify national healthinformation needs through a broad
consultation withallstakeholders and systematical review;
develop uniform standards for ensuring quality in data reporting.
Althoughthe mandateofthisinstitutional mechanism would only
be collating and reporting data, every effort should be made to
ensure that universal standards are adopted by datacollection
agencies; the institutional mechanism should be mandatedinthis
role;
developaninventoryofdatasourcesrelevant to the health system
and the healthcare system for the country, taking into account
institutional sources of data and data from periodic surveysand
research . These include free-standing disease surveillance systems
(the management information systems of public health
programmes and acute infectious diseases epidemic reporting
surveillance systems), the Health Management and Information
System, population-based stand-alone/periodic surveys and
modeling projections. Within the broader context of data from
research, thisshould also include epidemiologicalandbasic
researchprojects and health policy and systems and operational
researchactivities. Within the domains of health services, data
sources that provide information on the utilization of services and
health financing should also be included. Other datasourceas
appropriate should also be accounted for;
provide healthinformationsystem designrecommendations that
emphasize platforms that service multiple purposes and are
efficient. Enable theconsolidationof adhoc, overlapping or stand-
alone data systems (surveys, surveillance systems, registries) into
well-planned systems that meet the health informationneeds of
the nation moreeconomically;
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coordinate donor-drivendataactivities to ensure that national
health information priorities aremetandthatnationalsystemsare
strengthened;
allow the timely collection, consolidation and evaluation of health
statistics and their timely interpretationanddissemination for
appropriate public health actionsatrelevant levels of actionwithin
the federal, provincialanddistrictsystems;
build linkages with appropriate data sources within the health
sector to ensure regular flow of data; the institutional linkages
involvedintheseshouldbeclearlydefinedandarticulated and the
roles, responsibilities andprerogatives of the stakeholders should
be clearlyspecified;
ensure data accessibility to a wide audience of bothdataanalysts
andpolicy-makers; develop a communications strategy to support
dissemination inorder to assist with the translationofevidence
into policy; and
ensure ethical conduct in research and the entire data system. The
leadershipagencyshould be responsible for developmentand
implementation o f a policy forethicalconduct concerning health
information,drawing lessons from well-developed international
standards and adopting them locally inordertoaddressissuesof
protection of humansubjects, dataintegrity, confidentiality and
other ethical issues related to planning,data collection, storage,
analysis and dissemination.

The datasources and other design specifications for a comprehensive health
information system are articulated inthe next section. A leadership agency may find
this description useful for planning in the future.

Indicators ultimately rely on datasystems.This section describes current data
systems inthecountry, outlines their gaps andweaknesses and makes
recommendations onhowthesemay be bridged. This section also identifies areas of
emphasis for the future on theonehand, and makes recommendations with respect
to how the system shouldbedeveloped in the future in order to ensure efficiency and
obviate redundancies and poorly coordinated efforts, onthe other. Four broadareas
of data/information sources have been outlined; these are 1) Data relating to the
magnitude andimpact of healthproblems; 2) Information on health systems
functioning; 3) Information on cost effectiveness; and 4) Information on inequities in
health.
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the existingpiecemeal epidemic infectious
disease surveillance activities within individual programmes shouldbestrengthened
and integratedinto a comprehensive public health surveillance system consisting of
peripheral data collection arms linked to a central system. This should be backedby
a legal system that mandates the notification of priority diseases and regulates
laboratory practice; within this context, a functionallaboratorysystem for infectious
disease surveillance should be supported totheextentthatacrediblecost-effective
analysissuggests. The AFP/Poliosurveillance system in particular taps all possible
sources for information throughactivesurveillance methods andisrecognized as
being effective. Other pockets of good practice also exist in various aspects of
surveillance. However, by and large, systems have minimal coordination between
vertical programmes and they usually do not tapintoallsectors, thereby reflecting
incompleteness, particularly withreference to the private sector.Inaddition, these
systems have limitedcapacity toconfirm clinically diagnosed cases of reportable
diseases because a functional public health laboratory network does not exist. This is
compounded by absenceoflegalrequirements to report notifiable diseases.

A number of efforts in the recent past have aimed to strategically analyze these
weaknesses and have issued recommendations to bridge existing gaps. For example,
a World Bank-led multi-stakeholderassessment of Pakistan’s public health
surveillancesystem conducted in2004 has made a number of valid
recommendations for the development of a legal system that mandates the
notification of priority diseases, regulation of laboratory practice and expansion of the
Polio/AFP reportingsystem into a mainstream infectious disease public health
surveillance system.3 Similarly, through the collaborativeefforts of the Pakistan
Medical Research Counciland the National InstituteofHealth(NIH),an Infectious
Disease Surveillance Plan was developedin2004.4 Theseefforts need to be further
built upon. However , capacity enhancement would be the key tothiseffort. The
recently-launched Field Epidemiology and Laboratory TrainingProgramme is an
important step in theestablishment of surveillancecapacity in the country. This
programme may provide e leadership for the multiple surveillancepidemiological
systems that are currently operating independently inthe country.

the complexities in the diagnosis of
chronic diseases at a population level necessitates surveillance of risk factors rather
than diseases; this is a valid approach given that the timelines involvedintherisk -
exposure relationship also provide a window of opportunity to institute preventive
interventions. In addition, more than reliance on ‘acute’ parameters primarily from

3. The World Bank. Public health surveillance system – a call for action. Islamabad,
Pakistan: MinistryofHealth, World Bank, Centers for Disease Control, World Health
Organization: 2005.
4. Ministry of Health. Infectious Disease Surveillance Plan. Islamabad, Pakistan:National
Institute of Health: 2005.
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facilitysources, there is a greaterreliance on population-basedsurveillance of ‘risk
factors’ through sequential population based surveys, powered to detect changes in
the levelofriskfactorsover time. Inline with this, the National Action Plan for the
Prevention and Control of Non-Communicable Diseases and Health Promotionin
Pakistan has developedpopulation-based datacollection infrastructure for
surveillanceofNCDriskfactors,whichwillserveasaproxyfortheNCDburden. 5,6

However, due to resource constraints, this is limited to one District (Rawalpindi) from
which findings are extrapolated. In line with the World Bank report recommendations,
there is a need to expand thescopeofNCDsurveillancetoa national level.
Furthermore, Non-Communicable Diseases and injuries information must also be
supportedbyotherdatasystems.

surveillance of diseases such as Cancerand
Stroke needs to be done through registries – a continuous process of registration,
coding,computerizationand analysis of data in a geographically definedpopulation.
However, caution needs to be exercised asstimulating too many registries is neither
feasible noressential. It is better, by far, to have just a few that are good and
conform to international standards thanmany that are not andbetter to extrapolate
to comparable populations from a goodregistry than to draw inferences from a poor
oneonsite;andinthisrespect,supportshould be provided to mature cancer
registries. In addition, a stroke registry also needs to besetup within Pakistan.

Pakistan’s vitalregistration systems provide no information
on death statistics relevant to the health sector. The Federal Bureau of Statistics of
the Government of Pakistan maintains a sample surveillance system – thePakistan
Demographic Surveys (PDS) – which record vital events on an annual basis;
additionally,italsoprovidesinformationoncausesofdeath.However,there
areseverallimitations of these data; cause of deathattributionin PDS is not based
on the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)and is not ascertained b y verbal
autopsy, and data are collected by household interviews as a result of which they are
subject to recall bias. Despite these limitations, PDS provides a useful source of
information about mortality andthis information becomes even more significant in
the absence of a proper vital registration system.Improving the cause of death
system, initially through the use of verbal autopsy instruments,will tremendously
enhance the valueofthissurveillance system. Over the long term, improvingthe
quality of deathrecords should be encouraged throughappropriate policy
interventions and legislation, which requires the introduction of cause of death
indeath certificates using the International Classification of Death (ICD)for coding.

5. Nishtar S, Bile KM, Ahmed A, Amjad S, IqbalA. Integratedpopulation-based surveillance
of non-communicable diseases – the Pakistan Model. Am J Prev Med 2005;(5 Suppl1):102-5.
6. Heartfile. Surveillance: National Action Plan for Prevention and Control of Non-
Communicable Diseases and Health Promotion in Pakistan; Heartfile.
http://heartfile.org/napsurv.htm (accessed 11, 04)
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conduct a ‘healthcensus,’ whichcanbeleveragedtogather nationally-representative
baseline information on health facilities and health-related human resource for the first
time in Pakistan.

In Pakistan, there are gaps in data sources, which make it difficult to comprehensively
track health system indicators. In addition, indicators to track health systems
functioninghave also not been developed in a locally-suited context. It is, therefore,
important to develop specific indicators inthe areas of fair-financing, responsiveness,
stewardship, governance,transparency andaccountability; and indicators on access,
quality, efficiency andresponsiveness. Inparticular, a system for National Health
Accounts needs to be established; this can be further built upon the Auditor General's
national accountingmodel, whichisinstitutionalized within the country;appropriate
linkages shouldalso be established withtheProgrammeforFinancial Reporting and

the Health InformationApexAgencyshould establish
close linkages withdatasourcesin the health sectorandotherssuchastheNational
Institute o f Population Studies, the National Database Registration Authority, etc.

TheGateway HealthIndicators

a system of population-
based healthanddemographicsurveys shouldbeestablished withaninstitutional
base that will ensure periodic surveys and have the appropriate capacity to do so.
Pakistan has benefited from a number of population-based surveys including the
National Health Survey of Pakistan, the Pakistan Integrated Household Survey(s),
the Pakistan Social and Living Standards Measurement Survey, the Pakistan
Demographic Survey(s) and the Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS). However,
there are many gaps in the capacity to conduct these surveys and analyse information
generated from them. Many countries have central health survey agencies to conduct
such efforts; the design of such surveys is multipurpose andtheyare conducted on a
periodic basis to measure trends over time. While continuous surveys are preferable
from an efficiency andquality perspective, it may be early for Pakistan to institute
such an effort. The first step should be the consolidation of the health survey
capacity in the country into anagency that is authorized and funded to conduct
nationalpopulation-based health surveys bothinterview-basedandexamination–
surveys. Because knowledge and attitudes change more quickly, interview surveys
should be doneonamoreregularbasis,ideallyonceeveryfive years andsince
measures of physical examinationchange slowly over time, an examination survey
should be conducted once every 10 years.

The Ministry of Health is currently planning the second National Health Survey of
Pakistan. This can be an opportunity tostartbuildinga national system for health
surveys. It will also be useful to mandate anagency with the ongoing responsibility of
planning,conducting, analyzing, and disseminating the results of these surveys. The

inputs andbuilding ofcapacity, canplaytheroleofaspecialized health survey
agency. In addition, the Federal Bureau of Statistics hastheinstitutionalcapacity to

Pakistan Medical Research Council has the physical infrastructure, and with appropriate
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Auditing (PIFRA), work on which is currently underway. A system for National Health
Accounts must leverage technology to enhanceefficiency and promote greater
transparency in health systems. For example, electronic public expenditure tracking
procedures and electronic equipment and supply inventories cantrack leakages from
thesystem; drug procurement reforms centered on electronic bidding can enhance
transparency andanation-widedatabasefor matchingstaffandwagepaymentscan
maintainup-to-date personalrecords andtherefore can assist in eliminatingabuses
such as payingghostworkers. Information on sickness andcareexpenditurefrom
household surveys can be used tosupplementtheNational Health Accounts data.

In conclusion, indicators are an important component of measurements that feed
intotheevidence-information-policy loop and evidence isacriticalcomponent of
decision-making. However, for indicators to have any meaning,capacity and
infrastructure for research has to be built in tandem so as to ensure credible

specifically, shouldconfigure their instruments so as to disaggregate data by income
levels and other variables indicativeofloweconomicdevelopment. It is envisaged
that these would be relevant and hopefully instructive to policy development andits
implementation, given the current overarching focus on poverty reduction within the
country.

health information system generally and the various data generatingmechanisms

Numerous reports on development have mentioned lack of transparency and
accountability as obstacles to development. The health information system ofthe
country should also collect information andconduct special studies to understand
the management issues related to the health system. Indicators andmeasurement
tools that have been found useful to tracktransparency/accountability and promote
good governance have been developed in this area bymany countries. These can guide
future efforts in the country.

Health policy and systems researchingeneral and feasibility assessments,pilot
testing, process evaluation and programme monitoring should specifically be
institutionalizedinorder to gatherinformation on cost-effectiveness of available
technologies and strategies forimprovinghealth. Institutional capacity must be built
for generating operational evidence and utilizing it for decision-making.

Health is affectedbysocial positionandtheunderlying inequality in a society; there
is an established correlationbetween social inequality and health inequality.
Information on inequities in health isacross -cutting issue and shouldbeaddressed
by allaspects of thesystem. The should work to ensureHealth Information Apex Agency
that issues of equity are addressedappropriately at alllevels in the system. The
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databases, validanalyticalmethods andinstruments andreliability in interpreting
and analyzing data.Withinthiscontext, the recommendations articulated herein



focus on data policy development; the creation of a Health Information Apex Agency
and the need for strengthening existing and/or creating as appropriate and
institutionalizing data sources to gather information on a sustainable basis. A
strategic approach to thesethree areas is critical to the viability of health reform
currently envisaged/underway inthecountry.
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Healthinformationin Pakistan-bridginggaps

HEALTH INFORMATION IN PAKISTAN BRIDGING GAPS–
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